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Objective

Explore different ideation methods by applying them to  
specific problem-statements. 

This document is a collection of  various Ideation methods I explored and my  

experience with each one. The goal was to “try-on” these different methods and  

become more familiar with how they can be used to generate ideas.  



Sherpa’s Food Delivery
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Point of View 01

Sherpa’s

Foreigners ordering food delivery in China need to 

explore all options in their delivery area, because 

they like feeling informed about all their options  

before making a decision on what or where to order.

1.  relieve the stress users face when trying to find a 

 place to order food from?

2.  help users feel certain they’ve explored all  

 possible options for food delivery?

3.  help users feel assisted in their search for  

 exploring all options?

4.  make ordering food online like an archaeological 

 excavation?

5.  help foreigners become more acquainted with all 

 of the restaurants in their food delivery zone?

6.  find the food for users, versus them having to 

 search themselves?

How Might We...
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Ideation Method: Mash-Up

Sherpa’s

How might we make ordering food online 
like an archaeological excavation?

I found this method extremely useful in generating 

ideas I would not have originally conceived of. By 

imagining a relationship between two seemingly  

unrelated concepts, I was able to bring a new level of  

interest and interaction into the solution than I would 

have thought possible. 
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Ideation Method: Braindump 

Sherpa’s

How might we help users feel certain 
they’ve explored all possible options for 
food delivery?

This definitely felt a little more comfortable since  

it is like a traditional brainstorm exercise, but still  

challenging. I set a timer for 3-minutes—which I had 

assumed would not be enough time to get all of my 

ideas out—but found myself running out of steam 

towards the end. 
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Point of View 02 How Might We...

Sherpa’s

Customers who order food delivery need to choose 

how to enter their address because relying on  

geo-location alone makes them worry that their food 

won’t get delivered to the right location. 

1.  enable users to pin their house on a  

 map manually?

2.  empower users to provide drivers the most  

 specific and accurate directions to their house?

3.  offer various and useful options for how users can 

 provide their address?

4.  put users “behind the wheel” when it comes to 

 getting their food delivered to their house?

5.  give users reassurance that their food will get 

 delivered to the right place?
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Ideation Method: Analogies 

Sherpa’s

How might we give users reassurance 
that their food will get delivered to the 
right place?

I found this ideation method really challenging but 

useful in getting myself to think about the situation 

differently. I realized that providing your address is 

essentially requiring one person to direct another  

person in order for the task to be accomplished, and 

began thinking about other scenarios in which that is 

the case—including in sports and travel. 
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Ideation Method: SCAMPER

Sherpa’s

How might we give users reassurance 
that their food will get delivered to the 
right place?

This exercise allowed me to consider many things 

about my problem I would not have thought about.  

It took a bit longer to complete (20 minutes), but I 

was able to think thoroughly about the problem.  



WeChat Super App
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Point of View Statement How Might We...

WeChat

Users need their complaints to be heard and  

acknowledged because they get angry when they  

feel they are being ignored. 

1.  reduce the anger users feel when they think  

 they are being ignored?

2.  give each user a listening ear when they are angry 

 or upset with us?

3.  help users see the progress that is being done to 

 fix their problem?

4.  help users feel like WeChat is like a good friend 

 who is hearing them out?

5.  give users a platform to directly contact WeChat 

 and communicate their issues?

6.  show users their feedback matters to WeChat? 
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Ideation Method: Mind map

WeChat

How might we help every user feel  
acknowledged and heard?

Mind maps are also a familiar exercise already, but  

I sitll found it challenging. At times it felt like I  

continued to think about the same solution just  

with slight variations. 
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Ideation Method: Sketchstorm 

WeChat

How might we help every user feel  
acknowledged and heard?

I can be self-conscious about my sketching skills so 

I think I started this exercise off slowly. But as I look 

back at the collection of ideas and images I created 

on these post-it notes, I realized that images can  

convey ideas in a really useful way. The vagueness of 

them also invites different interpretations and ideas 

to derive from them as well. 
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Point of View Statements How Might We...

WeChat

Users need to understand login requirements before 

they sign-up because they are starting a process they 

later realize they can’t finish and it makes them feel 

frustrated and annoyed. 

1.  communicate all reqs with users upfront?

2.  help users understand that the sign-up  

 requirements for WeChat is different than most 

 U.S. apps ?

3.  help users sign-on without extra verification?

4.  help users understand why the sign-on  

 requirements are different for WeChat than  

 other social apps?

5.  help users feel certain they can finish what  

 they started?
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Ideation Method: Mind map

WeChat

How might we help users feel certain 
they can finish what they started?

For some reason, I did not necessarily feel I  

generated the best ideas with the mind map  

exercise, again. 
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Ideation Method: Challenge Assumptions

WeChat

How might we help users feel certain 
they can finish what they started?

I found this exercise really useful in thinking about 

what could be different about the current process. I 

think this is an exercise that could easily be practiced 

daily as I continue to question why things are the 

way they are, and if they have to be that way? It didn’t 

necessarily generate solutions, but rather raised more 

questions...but those questions seem meaningful. 



Google Translate
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Point of View 01 How Might We...

Google Translate

People who are translating from one language to  

another need to know their translation is correct  

because they care about accuracy and respecting  

how the language is spoken. 

1.  help users feel confident they are receiving  

 accurate translations?

2.  re-assure users their translations are accurate?

3.  celebrate the accuracy of google’s translation app?
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Ideation Method: Mind map

Google Translate

How might we help users feel confident 
they are receiving accurate translations?

I tried a mind map again to see if I would have better 

luck with it, and this time it did seem to make more 

connections than my previous attempts. 
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Ideation Method: Worst Possible Idea

Google Translate

How might we help users feel confident 
they are receiving accurate translations?

This idea was really fun to explore, but also  

challenging as a first attempt. I felt like I was  

censoring my own ideas or trying too hard to  

think of “good” bad ideas. This might take  

more practice, or be easier in a larger group. 
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Point of View 02 How Might We...

Google Translate

Users of google translate need to find the language 

they need on the app because they feel excluded and 

disappointed when it is not there. 

1.  communicate with users if and when their  

 language will be added to the translate database?

2.  enable users to let google know what languages 

 they want to see on the app?

3.  help users understand why a language isn’t  

 on translate?

4.  provide every language a user could need?

5.  help users feel like the language they need to 

 speak or learn is valued?
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Ideation Method: Braindump

Google Translate

The exercise felt fun and easy to get into this time 

around. I was able to generate some ideas that 

seemed to be “deeper” in my mind once I got out all 

of the initial thoughts. 

How might we help users feel like the language 
they need to speak or learn is valued?
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Ideation Method: SCAMPER

Google Translate

How might we help users feel like the language 
they need to speak or learn is valued?

I still find this exercise challenging yet useful in  

pushing my outlook on how to approach the problem 

statement from different angles. 



Thank you.


